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RoxStar Fitness Inner Circle User’s Manual 
Everything You Need To Know To Get Started With the Site  

And Lead to YOUR Success 
 

 

Hello Inner Circle member! I want to take a moment to first thank you for joining! I 

started this site as a labor of love. I’ve always had a penchant for helping others, and 

nothing pleases me more than to be able to guide you to your fitness goals through the 

Inner Circle website. 

This guide is just a quick overview of some of the features that you will find on the site, 

and how you can best navigate things to get yourself up and going successfully. 

Now, one thing I like to emphasis with each member is the following: 

 

What YOU put into the site is exactly what YOU will get out of it!  

 

We have many members who are succeeding at their goals, knocking each one out of the park. Seeing fat loss, seeing 

inches lost, learning how to apply nutrition properly, improving and evolving the way that they even approach their 

training. These success stories are from our most active members.  

What I would say to you is that if you are truly ready to take things to the next level, and truly get to your goals, all of 

the tools you need are right here! I made it easy for you to find what you need in one place, so it now becomes a 

matter of you taking full advantage of that, and using the site for what it can offer you. 
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The Basics: Some Important Things You Need To Know 
 

Logging onto the Site 
There are a few main areas where you can login to access your dashboard. Those places are: 

 The main page of the site (www.InnerCircle.RoxStarFitness.com). Scroll down a bit and you'll see the login 

box. 

 The menu item "Login". By clicking that specific item it will take you to the login screen. 

 Alternately, clicking any menu item under the “Login" will bring you to a login screen. 

 The right sidebar when looking at any of our blog posts while logged out. 

If you lose your username/password, you can retrieve it by using any of the login methods above, and follow the 

instructions to getting your password sent to you.  
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Member Dashboard 
The Member Dashboard is the HUB of the site. It's the place where you'll find all of our newest content including 

forum posts, blog posts, workouts, recipes, videos, announcements, site news and more. I suggest that you always 

do a once over by scrolling down the page each time you login.  

 

At the top of the Dashboard, you'll see a big red button intended for you! Our newest member. Click that button to 

be taken to a series of videos that talk about how to use the features of our site. You'll find a tutorial on using the 

Macro/Calorie Calculator, the Post Workout Nutrition Calculator (and how to use that info to find the appropriate 

meal plan), finding workouts and using the training schedules, and tips on using our member forums. 

 
 

  

Site Rule Number One: INTRODUCE YOURSELF!  
One of the most amazing features of our site is the continually growing community of support on our member 

forum. I created the forum as a means to providing each member with the best tools to be able to succeed at this! 

One of the things I've found over the years is that our one-on-one coaching clients who participated in our private 

forum, building their own community of support, had the most success on their plans!  

So for me, it was CRUCIAL to provide that same kind of supportive and motivational environment on the 

membership site. So once you get into the swing of things, join in the conversation. Ask questions, myself and our 

coaches are here to help you with anything you need. Just because you're doing it yourself, it doesn't mean you need 

to do it alone. 

You can access the forum right from your dashboard – scroll down the page – or by going to the top menu bar by 

clicking on “Inner Circle Member Forum”. 
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Contacting Us Directly 
If you ever need anything, simply shoot us a message. We have a button on the dashboard that will take you to our 

contact form. Also, if you look at the top menu bar, there's an option to "Contact Us" at the top. Clicking on that will 

bring you to the contact form as well. Anything you need, just let us know. If a link isn't working, if there's a tech 

support issue, if you have a question regarding billing and upgrading/downgrading your plan, that can be sent right 

to us. We'll get back to you in 24 hours (or less sometimes). 

  

Cancelling Your Membership 
This final topic is one I hate to fathom, but we understand things come up, life happens, and sometimes you need to 

step away. To do so, simply scroll to the bottom of your dashboard, and use the PayPal link at the bottom to 

unsubscribe from your membership level. You may also unsubscribe by logging into your PayPal account and 

canceling the membership directly from your profile. 

PLEASE BE SURE TO CANCEL BEFORE YOU ARE CHARGED! THERE ARE NO REFUNDS 

FOR OUR SERVICES OR SITE! 

Once your subscription runs out, you will no longer be charged, and your profile access will be cancelled. You'll be 

sent a feedback email immediately upon your final day on the site. I would really appreciate it if you let us know 

what made you cancel. This will help me to improve the site and make it even more valuable to our member base - 

and for you as well, should you choose to join us again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be Our Next Success Story… Let Me Show You How! 
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You Are What You Eat... 

So Let’s Eat Right, and Eat For Your Goals! 
  

Using the Macro/Daily Calorie/TDEE Calculator 
We've taken my intelligence in how I create member meal plans, and put the tools right in your hands so you may 

create your own!  

With this calculator you can easily figure out exactly how much you should be eating per day calorically, then break 

that total down into a macro set up that aligns with your goals. 

 
 

By now, you may have logged onto the site already and have seen the link at the top of your dashboard to the 

exclusive member tutorial videos. In efforts of making this email succinct, I ask that you take a peek there again and 

watch the full video tutorial on how to properly use this calculator, and get the most out of the set up. In the video, 

we also discuss how you can link the info that you get from the calculator to the appropriate meal plan - should you 

choose to use any of the ones on the site. 

If you go to the Calculator page itself, I’ve linked some articles that I encourage you to read before getting started 

with creating your meal plan. In addition to those articles there are some videos and a podcast which goes even 

further into the science behind meal planning (and how you can easily plan your nutrition like a pro).  

And of course, if any questions come up for you, and if you need any further guidance as to what the best set up is 

for YOUR needs and goals, simply shoot over a message to be via the “Contact Us” form. 
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Selecting the Appropriate Meal Plan and Using the Food Sub Calculator 

 

 
Once you've figured out your macros and calories, it's time to put things together and get your meal plan underway! 

You can easily check out any one of the pre-made plans on our site, or you can simply forge things on your own by 

creating your own plan, or simply use the results to track your macros! You can easily plug your results into My 

Fitness Pal to tweak and personalize your meal plan even further. 

 

Adding Variety to Your Plan is EASY! Our Food Substitution Calculator Takes 

the Guesswork OUT of the equation. 

 

 

 

Once your meal plan is in place, having the freedom to swap foods out as you wish is a very important aspect of the 

game. Well, we’re making that process easy for you by providing a food substitution calculator right on the site! You 
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can make an even exchange for any food item on your plan, helping you to solidify this process as your LIFESTYLE. 

Dietary freedom, and the ability to have options is an important part of that equation. 

The Food Sub Calculator page has a full video tutorial (and written instructions) on how to use this valuable tool. So 

be sure to check it out before getting started with it. 

Make note that pretty much all measurements for the food items is in grams. So if you are unfamiliar with how much 

that would be with the items on your plan, or if you tend to measure things with ounces, then I suggest you use a 

weight conversion calculator. You can find many of these either online, or your phone/tablet device’s app store. 

 

I really encourage you to start a member journal in order track your training (and your 

nutrition).  

By doing this, you can get some great support AND feedback from me directly! I can take a 

look and make suggestions as to what you can tweak to make your set up work better for 

you - and help you to reach your goal. You can also get some amazing support, feedback, 

and motivation from our members as well.  

 

Getting Some Direct Feedback – I’m here to help! 
I encourage each of our members to reach out to me periodically for direct feedback on how things are going with 

their plans. And I offer this as a means to help you to stay accountable, stay on track with your goals, and to help you 

with any questions you may have regarding the plan you’ve set in place.  

You may submit an update to me directly from your dashboard! 

 

 

You may use this feature WHENEVER YOU WISH. I’m here to lend a hand whenever you feel like you need some extra 

advice, or to simply double check if what you’re doing is exactly what’s needed to get to your goal.  
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When you submit, you are required to send starting photos, current photos (if you’ve submitted once before), 

current stats, and your feedback questions. I’ll go over your submission, and get back to you within 2 business days. 

 

Upgrading Your Plan 
If at any point you wish to have a little more guidance, we have a few ways you can get it. You can either choose to 

purchase a one time plan creation from us with your meals/macros and training split schedule done for you! Or you 

can choose to work with us more intimately and directly through one-on-one coaching. 

With the one time plan creation, we can put together a customized diet, and/or a customized training split schedule 

for you to follow based upon your goals. With the split schedule, you can easily choose the appropriate workouts 

from the database to fill in for the days we set up for you. So if you tell us your availability, what days you wish to 

train, and your goals, we'll set up your training so you know which body parts or overall goal to focus on each day of 

the week. It’s then up to you to assign the appropriate workout from the database.  

For the meal plan, we'll create a custom meal plan in the exact format you see with the pre-designed ones on the 

site. The difference being that you now have a plan that will be based of off your goals, likes, dislikes, sensitivities 

and allergies.  

 

You can purchase as many one-time updates as you wish - there are no limits on this. 

 

If you prefer to have us REALLY work with you in a greater capacity, including direct support, fully customized meal 

plans, individualized custom workouts, training schedules and more, then one-on-one coaching is more your 

speed. We take EVERYTHING and design it for you from scratch. You'll have access to a private client portal to 

receive all your documents, and take this whole experience to the next level. 

 

Please see the page Individualize Your Plan for more details on how to get started with this! 
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Putting Together Your Training Schedule & Workouts 
 

The Inner Circle is designed with the ideal in mind that our members have access to challenging, fun, and results 

driven workouts - created by experienced trainers with real world/hands on experience. The goal is to help take the 

guesswork out of the equation for you so that you may follow a training set up that will help you to reach your goals 

- without wondering if you're doing things that count. So here are a few tips to get you started on putting together 

the perfect plan for you. 

 

Plan Your Workouts and Training Schedule Using Our Sort Feature 
We’ve provided you an easier and quicker way to be able to set up the appropriate training schedule based on your 

goals, and to find the appropriate workouts in our system. 

If you need some help figuring out where to start with a training schedule split, you can view the ones in our 

database by going to our “Training Schedule Filter” tool. 

If you need help trying to find the PERFECT workout to include on your training schedule, check out our “Workout 

Finder” tool. 
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Using Our Sample Training Split Schedules 
We've created a series of some sample training split set ups that you can use that are based upon how many times 

you will be in the gym, and what your specific goals are.  

If you go to the menu item called "Training Split Schedules" (under the BLOG menu item), you'll be taken directly to 

a page that lists all of the pre-designed training splits in the database. It is sorted from the newest ones posted to 

oldest.  

If you use our “Plan Your Training Split Schedule” feature, you’ll able to access specific schedules such as our 4 Day 

Training Splits, fat loss training splits, 6 day training splits, etc. Take a look at each plan and see what works best with 

your personal goals, and how much time you have to spend in the gym. 

 

Please feel free to tweak the plan to YOUR preference. Our materials are 

simply a GUIDE for you. It's up to you to personalize the plan, and make it work 

for YOUR lifestyle. So don't feel as if you are stuck in what's given to you. You're 

only as limited as your imagination. 

  

 

Choosing Your Workouts  
Once you choose the appropriate training split schedule as mentioned above (OR you put together your own split 

however you wish), you can simply plug in the appropriate workouts from our database to correspond with the body 

part or goal you have for that day. So if it's leg day, head over to the leg workout section to see which workout you'd 

like to use. You'll have to open the workout itself to view the plan and decide if you wish to complete that one.  

 

Take note of anything that is part of a series (Part 1, Part 2, etc). Under the workout title, you'll see links to the full 

series of workouts. Always start with Part 1 and progress from there. 

 

 

 

 

There are a few different places where you can find workouts: 

1. On your dashboard. Once you login, you'll see a list of the newest workouts on the site. You can click any one 

of them to explore what they have to offer. 
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2. On the right sidebar, once logged in, you can scroll down and you'll see a list of the "categories" on our site. 

Towards the bottom, you'll see listings for all the members only workout categories in the system. Clicking on 

any of those will bring up the full list for workouts in that specific category. Please note: workouts in our FREE 

section, are also listed in the member section, so no need to check that category once you are already a 

member. We open up a few workouts once a month to non-members so they can get a sense of what we 

have to offer. 

3. And finally, the Workout Finder under Plan Your Workout will take you to a page where you can easily sort 

and find the various workout categories on the site by way of body part and/or training goals. Simply choose 

what you're looking for and go exploring from there! 

 

 

How Often Should You Update Your Plan/Progress Your Workouts? 
This is a question we hear often. And really, it's goal specific. In our training/coaching practice, we progress 

workouts for clients at a two to four week interval. 

 

If a client is on a fat loss plan, sometimes we'll progress their workouts after two weeks if they feel that it's gotten 

easier over that time. If they still feel they are being challenged in the gym and after two weeks, completing a 

specific workout is still difficult, we'll let them spend another two week cycle on that workout (or workouts) until 

their body has a chance to adapt a little bit. After that 4 week cycle, we'll go ahead and switch it up. 

 

For clients who are focusing on hypertrophy/lean building, then we will let them stay on a plan for 4-6 weeks before 

progressing the workouts. This is dually important in this kind of training phase because it is through adaptation that 

the body progresses, changes, and grows. Too many people get caught up in "mixing it up" which can actually 

hamper progress. So for a lean build, spend more time on the workout - 4 to 6 weeks is plenty of time. You can easily 

make it more challenging by increasing your weight (where you can do so SAFELY) for each set, adding 1-3 more 

reps, adding an extra set, or switching out an exercise for a similar motion - hitting the muscle at the same angle. So 

get creative! Don't try to switch things up out of boredom, switch them up due to necessity and adaptation. 

 

 

What about Cardio? 
We've given some suggestions regarding cardio on the training split schedules, however this is a thing you need to 

tweak for yourself. We err on the side of advising less; to us, cardio is a TOOL in the toolbox, not the basis upon 

which a plan is built. 

 

So tweak things as you need to, and for what your body dictates. If you are focusing on fat loss, then you can do a bit 

more than if you were focusing on lean building. Overall, watch your body, and make intelligent choices based on 

your specific needs. 
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Check Out Our Exercise Database! 
If you have questions about how to execute any move on our program, we have a growing database of exercise 

tutorials on the site! You can easily sort through the database by body part or exercise name. Each week we add new 

ones, so if you can’t find something in there, hold tight, it will likely be added shortly! 

 

You're Not Alone, Tips on Using Our Community for Support 
 

My vision when building this site was to provide not only a great database that members could use to put together 

effective diet and training protocols, but to ensure that there is always a supportive community alongside that. The 

best way to do that, I conceived, was through a member forum exclusively available to our member community. 

 

So here are some quick tips on how to best use our forums to your advantage, and in a way I envisioned every 

member to use it. 

  

Leave a First Impression - Introduce Yourself 
The first step to getting started with our community is making an introduction. In fact, the first thing you should do 

once you're familiar with the site, and ready to dive in, is say hello. It gives me the opportunity to know that you're 

around, and to answer any quick questions you may have. It also establishes the opportunity for you to make some 

friends who can act as a direct support system, particularly during those times you'll need it most. 

 

I always advise new members to not be shy. Our member forums are not linked openly on the site, so mainly only 

paying members can view and comment on the forums. So feel safe knowing that you can interact with others, yet 

still maintain your privacy. 

  

Asking Questions, Getting Answers 
We have specific sections where you can ask 

questions based upon topics. On your 

dashboard, you'll see a listing of all the 

current and active topics within the last few 

hours/days. I've put an easy access button on 

the dashboard for you to access the entire 

forum by specific board topics. 

 

The message board is sorted into categories 

like Diet and Nutrition, Training and Program 

Design, General Questions, and more. Simply 

find the appropriate place for your questions 

and ask away. 
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Be Consistent, Get Accountable 
One of the boards we have on the site is a very awesome Accountability Board. You can feel free to start a thread 

that you can check in on to help you to stay focused and on track. It's the easiest way to get feedback from me and 

our coaches, and to simply keep all your thoughts and questions in one easy place for you to come back to. 

 

A step up from the Accountability Board is the Member Journal section. You can start a journal where you can track 

your entire process... Your training, your diet, setting new personal records, and just talk about whatever's going on 

in your head. It's a great way to really keep your head in the game, and work even more towards establishing the 

habits that will help you to find long term success. You'll also create an even bigger bond with the members of the 

site for the support you need, and get the full support of what myself and coaches have to offer since we can follow 

you over the long-term. 

  

Personalizing and Updating Your User Profile 
One of the cool things about the Inner Circle is that it is an entire private social network, all in one place. You can 

update and personalize your user profile at any time, add friends, send private messages, chat and more! 

 

 

To access your personal profile, navigate to the top of the page. You’ll see an avatar in the top right corner with the 

words “Howdy (Your Username)”. Now, if you don’t see that, then the menu options bar is hidden, and this is a 

feature of the site put in place for easier browsing while on mobile devices (along with distraction free viewing from 

a desktop). To make the menu bar pop up, simply look over to the left hand corner of the screen, look for a little 

semitransparent link called “Show”. Click that, and the options bar will drop down! You can then edit your profile 

easily from there. To make the options bar go away, simply navigate back to the top left corner of the screen and hit 

the semitransparent “Hide” link.  
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Join Our Group Coaching Call and Live Webinars 
Each month I provide a way for you to enrich and enhance your experience with the site by way of our group 

coaching calls and live webinars. These events give you an opportunity to connect with other members, as well as 

myself and our incredible RoxStar Coaches.  

 

Our group coaching calls and webinars will always be announced well in advance, giving you an opportunity to sign 

up and reserve your space. Our webinars are typically open to an unlimited amount of seats, but the group coaching 

call is typically limited to about 10 participants per call – so it’s a good idea to reserve your space ahead of time! 
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Both of these events will usually include Q&A, as well as a monthly topic where you can ask questions, get and give 

advice, and further increase your knowledge base as you navigate through your program design and goals! 

We will provide a playback of all calls and webinars for those who can’t join us, giving you the option to be able to 

listen back. Any questions you have regarding our topic of the month can be posted on our member forum! 

 

 

Our Site Is FULLY Mobile Enabled 
 

On the go and wanting to check out the Inner Circle on the fly? Well, you can easy do that from your mobile device 

(phone, tablet, laptop etc).  

 

 

 

You can easily chat, check your messages, update your profile, find workouts and schedules, read articles, watch 

videos, listen to podcasts, and basically ALL of the things you can normally do on your desktop from the convenience 

of your mobile device. 

Once logged in, you can easily toggle the options menu (hidden by default) by clicking the “Show/Hide” buttons as 

instructed in a previous section of this eBook. 
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Earn Points and Unlock Special Discounts 
 

Our private RoxStar Fitness Social Network allows you to earn points for every interaction on our site! Points can 

unlock and then be used towards discounts on RoxStar Fitness services or more. Here are a list of the points you 

currently earn through site interaction: 

  

General Activities 

Logging Into The Site – 5 Pts (You can only earn this once per day) 

Daily Site Visits – 1 Pt 

Viewing Posts – .5 Pt (unlimited per visit – earn as many as you can) 

Viewing Content Pages (like the macro calc, post workout nutrition calc, and meal plan page) – .5 Pt (unlimited) 

Viewing Member Forums – .5 Pt (unlimited) 

Publishing Content (for our writers and contributors) – 1 Pt (unlimited) 

  

Active Participation 

Posting Site Comments on Blog Posts – 1 Pt (unlimited) 

Clicking On Links – 1 Pt (1 point per unique URL) 

Viewing Any Site Videos – 5 Pts (must watch entire video) 

Profile Updates – 1 Pt (per day no matter how many times you update) 

Updating Avatar – 1 Pt (per day no matter how many times you update) 

New Friendship w/ Member – 3 Pts (unlimited) 

New Comments On Activity Feed – 3 Pts (unlimited) 

Sending Private Messages – 1 Pt (unlimited) 

  

Site Forum Interaction 

Creating A New Forum Topic On The Forums – 3 Pts (unlimited) 

Favoriting A Forum Topic On The Forums – 1 Pt (unlimited) 

New Reply To Forum Topic On The Forums – 2 Pts (unlimited) 

  

RoxStar Fitness Events and Bookings 

Attending A Posted Event (Booking Your Space) – 10 Pts (unlimited) 
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This means any group coaching calls you attend, any webinars you attend and book through or system ON THE SITE. 

Webinars must be booked through the ticketing system here. 

  

Point System Rewards 

Once you earn a certain amount of points they can be redeemed for discount on our services. Please see our current 

discounts below: 

  

Non RoxStar Fitness Clients: 

3000 Pts – 15% off Plan Upgrade (One time diet and/or training schedule personalized plan) 

5000 Pts – 25% off Plan Upgrade (One time diet and/or training schedule personalized plan) 

8000 Pts – 20% Discount on RoxStar Fitness service (Full Coaching or Partial Coaching Packages) 

10000 Pts – 35% Discount on RoxStar Fitness service (Full Coaching or Partial Coaching Packages) 

15000 Pts – 50% Discount on RoxStar Fitness service (Full Coaching or Partial Coaching Packages) 

Above 20,000 points we will have a special arrangement for you to have a complimentary month of one-on-one 

coaching w/ Roxie. Deciding which package will be on a case by case basis. 

  

Current RoxStar Fitness Clients: 

3000 Pts – 1/2 off of Inner Circle Membership 

5000 Pts – One Free Month of Inner Circle Membership 

8000 Pts – 20% Discount on RoxStar Fitness service (Full Coaching or Partial Coaching Packages) 

10000 Pts – 35% Discount on RoxStar Fitness service (Full Coaching or Partial Coaching Packages) 

15000 Pts – 50% Discount on RoxStar Fitness service (Full Coaching or Partial Coaching Packages) 

Above 20,000 points we will have a special arrangement for you to have a complimentary month of one-on-one 

coaching w/ Roxie. You are allowed to apply it to your current coaching package only. 

  

Submit a Testimonial and Get 15% Off Any Plan Upgrade 
Once you’ve been a site member for some time, and you’re seeing great results, we would love if you can share your 

experiences with our future and potential members! 

To earn the discount, you must have been a member for at least 3 months at the time of submission. You must 

submit a set of starting photos and current photos. And finally, you need to fill out the testimonials form right on our 

site. You can access the form under the “Login” link on the menu bar. 
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Ongoing Member Discounts – Earn 20 to 35% Off of All RoxStar Services 
As a valuable member or our community, I like to reward our long time members with special discounts for RoxStar 

Fitness Services. Here’s how you can continue to save below: 

 3 Month 20% off of Individualize Your Plan upgrade – Once you’ve been with us for 3 months, you’ll receive 

your automatic 20% off coupon. This can be applied to any of our one time purchase plan upgrades. You can 

see our current packages under the Individualize Your Plan section of our website. 

 6 Month 35% off of ALL RoxStar Fitness Services – Once you’ve been a member for 6 months, I want to 

extend a huge thank you to you by offering a discount on ANY RoxStar Fitness service. This includes 

Individualize Your Plan upgrades or any of our one on one coaching packages. 

These offers are available ONLY to our All Access Members (cannot be applied to current one on one coaching clients 

who are also Inner Circle members). 

Each of these discounts is applicable to only ONE purchase.  

They will expire within 30 days of getting your email alert regarding the discount, so if you are 

going to use them, alert us right away! 

 

What to Do From Here… 
Well, that’s it! The complete rundown of the site, and all it has to offer you.  

Remember, your success is our success, and you will get out of the site what you put in. 

So I encourage you to take full advantage of the site, visit often (about once a day or a few times a week), take part 

in our member forum, ask questions whenever you have any, keep me up to date with how things are going, and 

raise to the occasion of being a true RoxStar. 

If you need anything, I’m here! Our community is here! And we all look forward to getting to know you better – and 

watching you tackle each one of your goals! 

 


